Abstract-A new complex offset double-reflector configuration for a wideband focal plane array (FPA) is presented which is optimized for Ka-band applications with a scan range of ±20 • in the azimuth plane. This configuration is obtained by using a mathematical framework based on geometrical optics which allow us to optimize complex double-reflector FPAs with limited computational effort. The proposed reflector configuration maximizes the number of simultaneously active array elements of the phased-array feed and minimizes the required total number of array elements for this wide scan range. To realize an aperture efficiency of at least 80% at 30 GHz, our concept allows half of the antenna elements in the array to be active during scanning for a scan range of ±10°and at least a quarter of the array elements to be active for a scan range of ±20°. This is a major improvement as compared to the scanning capabilities of focal-plane arrays based on conventional single-and double-parabolic reflector configurations. In addition, the FPA configuration has been optimized for wideband optical true-time-delay beamforming which requires a linear phase distribution along the array elements. We obtained a phase linearity with rms error of 2.81°at 30 GHz. The experiments from the realized prototype demonstrate a good agreement between simulation and measurements and fully prove the required scanning performance over a ±20 • scan range. The prototype demonstrates a high directivity up to 46 dBi at 30 GHz and 48 dBi at 40 GHz and reflector efficiency up to 83% at 30 GHz and 77% at 40 GHz.
I. INTRODUCTION
F OCAL-PLANE arrays (FPAs) appear to be a very interesting antenna concept which combines the benefits of phased arrays and traditional reflector-based solutions by offering a high antenna gain, relative low costs and electronic beam scanning over a limited field of view (FoV). Therefore, it has become an interesting alternative to conventional hornfed reflector antennas in a number of applications, e.g., in radio astronomy [1] and in satellite communication [2] , [3] . Moreover, emerging applications such as point-to-point wireless communications, 5G new-radio millimeter-wave (mm-wave) wireless and low-cost Ka-band multifunction radars could be areas in which FPAs can play a major role. These future microwave and mm-wave applications set new requirements on FPA systems such as a wide FoV covering a scan range up to ±20 • , large instantaneous bandwidth up to an octave and a high effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) in transmit mode using silicon-based integrated circuits (ICs) [4] . However, there are still many limitations in the state of the art of FPAs that need to be improved before FPAs can be applied in several of the mentioned applications. First of all, the FoV is limited in conventional FPAs due to the significant beam deviation in the focal plane, and as a result, relatively large arrays are required in the focal plane [5] , [6] . This leads to high costs and complexity of the FPA system. Second, the small number of simultaneously active array elements in traditional FPA systems limits the multiple-beam capability [7] and the maximum EIRP [4] that can be achieved. A third limitation in existing FPA concepts is the frequency bandwidth. To obtain a high illumination efficiency, the array spacing needs to be close to λ 0 /2 at the highest frequency of operation [8] , where λ 0 is the free-space wavelength. As a result, the mutual coupling between the array elements is rather high and causes the active input impedance of each array element to be different and highly dependent on frequency and angle of incidence [9] , [10] . The final limitation is related to the specific beamformer used in this paper. To obtain a wide bandwidth, we will use a novel optical beamforming network that provides multibeam operation over a wide instantaneous bandwidth [11] . The optical beamformer utilizes truetime-delay (TTD) units, implemented in optical ICs. These optical ICs generate frequency-independent time delays with a linear phase [12] . Therefore, a linear phase distribution along the array elements of the FPA is required in order to realize such an optical beamformer circuit [13] , [14] . This sets an additional requirement on our FPA system. In this paper, we present the outcome of a study to overcome these limitations. The goal of our work was to develop a wideband FPA system, operating in the frequency band of 20-40 GHz with a scan range up to ±20 • in the azimuth plane. The FPA should maximize the EIRP using silicon-based ICs and should minimize the beam deviation in the focal plane region during scanning. Next to this, it should accommodate optical beamforming requiring a linear phase distribution along the array elements.
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In order to realize these stringent requirements, we propose a new concept for optimal array illumination by the reflector. The idea is based on increasing the number of simultaneously active elements in the FPA to overcome the limitation of a small illuminated region in traditional FPA concepts. By realizing a close to uniform amplitude distribution over the array elements, we can increase the achievable EIRP and system sensitivity. In order to synthesize the optimal configuration of our new complex double-reflector FPA concept, we have developed a mathematical framework based on geometrical optics (GO). We have implemented this framework for singleand double-reflector FPA systems. Various FPA systems with center-fed and offset single-and double-reflector configurations have been optimized and verified with a physical optics (PO) approach using GRASP [15] . The final doublereflector FPA configuration achieves the required scanning range with a compact phased-array feed (PAF), which has at least half of the array elements simultaneously active during scanning. In our study, we have used the classical primefocus reflector with a diameter D = 0.8 m and F/D = 0.6 (with F the reflector focal length) as a reference configuration to evaluate the performance improvement of the optimized reflector configurations. In summary, this paper presents the following new scientific contributions.
1) A parametric mathematical framework using GO has been implemented for single-and double-reflector optimization for FPA systems. 2) A new type of reflector concept is proposed with a very compact PAF to realize wide-angle scanning over a wide bandwidth.
3) The proposed reflector configuration maximizes the ratio of active array elements in FPAs and provides a close to linear phase distribution along the PAF. The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II describes the illumination challenges of classical prime-focus reflectors and describes the ideal array illumination. Section III discusses the mathematical GO framework that is used to synthesize the optimal single-and double-reflector FPA systems. In Section IV, we present the simulation results of the different optimized reflector configurations. Finally, in Section V, we provide the experimental results from the 20 to 40 GHz prototype FPA system with improved scanning capabilities.
II. LIMITATIONS OF CLASSICAL PARABOLIC PRIME-FOCUS REFLECTORS AND IDEAL ARRAY ILLUMINATION
The electric-field distribution in the focal plane of a classical prime-focus reflector behaves according to the well-known distribution of so-called Airy rings, corresponding to zeros of the Bessel function of first kind and order 1 along the aperture radius r [16] . The electric field in the focal plane of a classical prime-focus reflector with F/D = 0.6 and D = 0.8 m is presented in Figs. 1-3 for broadside, 10 • , and 20 • scanning, respectively, in the frequency band from 20 to 40 GHz. The focal plane position is defined based on the location of the focal point as illustrated in Fig. 1 . We can observe that in case of scanning, the region of maximum power is broadened but significantly shifted away from the array center. The corresponding aperture efficiency distribution for the electric-field cuts of Figs. 1-3 is presented in Fig. 4 . The aperture efficiency estimation includes the radiation efficiency of the reflector, taper efficiency, spill-over efficiency, and polarization efficiency. It is determined according to [17] .
According to Fig. 4 , the illuminated region in the focal plane for normal incidence is relatively small. With using an array grid with λ 0 /2 spacing at the center frequency, only a few elements will be active. In case of 10 • and 20 • scanning, the required array size is significantly increased as illustrated in Fig. 4 . In addition, most of the array elements will not be active at the same time. Therefore, the ratio of active elements to the total number of array elements is low and, as a result, the FPA is used inefficiently. This will limit the achievable EIRP level and beam scanning capabilities. Moreover, to provide scanning up to ±20 • in the azimuth plane, the dimension of the array should be at least 0.52 m to achieve an 80% aperture efficiency with a reflector size of 0.8 m. In other words, the PAF dimension is about 65% of the reflector diameter, which is undesirable. Therefore, we need to minimize the beam deviation during scanning in order to limit the FPA size and overall system cost. Another possible problem is related to the required linear phase distribution. In [17] , it was shown that even at broadside this cannot be realized with a classical prime-focus FPA.
III. MATHEMATICAL PRINCIPLES OF REFLECTOR SYNTHESIS BASED ON GEOMETRICAL OPTICS
To design an FPA system with improved PAF illumination characteristics, we first need to define an "ideal" focal-plane illumination. Compared to the traditional prime-focus reflector, the ideal reflector should provide a close to uniform amplitude illumination and linear or constant phase along the PAF. In order to have a sufficient number of simultaneously active PAF elements, the illuminated array size should be at least a few centimeters at 30 GHz. For example, using an ideal array size of 4 cm 2 , 16 elements will be available with element spacing of λ 0 /2 at 30 GHz.
To develop a model of the FPA system which could approach an "ideal" focal-plane illumination, it is necessary to optimize the shape of the main-and sub-reflectors. The optimized model is then verified using a PO with more accurate and computationally more intensive model. Our model uses an GO approach, which applies Snell's law according to [18] - [20] . When we describe the reflector surface as a mathematical function and divide the surface into a finite number of points, it is possible to find the normal at each point of the reflector. On the basis of Snell's law, the reflected wave in each reflector point can be calculated. In this way, the field distribution in the array plane can be determined and compared to the ideal illumination, resulting in a cost function used in our optimization process. Based on this approach, we have developed and implemented a GO optimization code for different types of reflectors: 2-D center-fed reflector model with a single and double reflector, 3-D offset reflector model with a single and double reflector. A brief explanation of the mathematical principles is presented below for the case of a symmetrical center-fed single reflector and for a complex offset double-reflector FPA which provides wide scanning properties.
A. 2-D Center-Fed Single-Reflector Model
The symmetrical center-fed reflector can be expressed in a 2-D coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 5 . To find an optimal shape for wide-angle scanning, we have defined our reflector in terms of a second-order polynomial
where A i j are polynomial coefficients which will be determined by our optimization process. The reflector center is located in the center of the coordinate system. Discretization of the reflector to the N points along the y-coordinate gives
where D is the diameter of the reflector. To find the corresponding x coordinate, it is necessary to solve (1) as a quadratic equation
From the two possible solutions of x i in (3), the solution with a real value should be selected in order to have a realistic shape of the reflector. In case, S(x, y) is a closed surface, like part of an ellipsoid or sphere, the nearest value of x i to the center of the coordinate system should be chosen. As a result, N reflector points are defined by the coordinates (x i , y i ) (see Fig. 5 ).
The linear equation of the normal at point (x i , y i ) can be set via partial derivatives of S(x, y) in the following way
where
In the form of a linear equation in x y-coordinates, the normal could be expressed as
Snell's law states that the angle γ between the incidence wave and the normal to the surface is equal to the angle between the normal and the reflected wave. The tan (γ ) between two straight lines given by equations y = k 1 x + b 1 and
For an incidence wave, we find that:
; for a reflected wave we obtain:
Equation (7) could be solved for tan(α Ri ) as
The array plane is a set of points located in the plane x = F a . The y-coordinates of the reflected waves at the array plane y ai gives a distribution of the field as a set of coordinates, which can be written as
To define the optimum amplitude distribution as a set of coordinates of the N reflected rays in the array plane, we have to define the ideal distribution of the coordinates of the N-points, indicated by y ai . This distribution corresponds to the "ideal" focal-plane illumination with uniform amplitude along the PAF. When we consider a symmetric 2-D reflector, the ideal focal area would have a uniform radial distribution. Therefore, the wanted distribution due to the rays reflected at the N points, would take the following form:
. N and where L y is the size of the array along the y-direction. It is important to note that the array size should be at least a few wavelengths. Otherwise, we will have a significant difference between the GO and PO simulation results due to the ray caustics in the array plane [21] . Based on the obtained coordinates y ai and the wanted distribution, defined in (10), the amplitude cost function can be defined as a standard deviation
The wave front has been defined in front of the reflector as a set of points with coordinates (x 0i , y 0i ) (see Fig. 5 ). The total length of each path for each ray can be calculated as
To estimate the phase linearity along the array, the standard deviation for the phase path can be defined by
Normalization to the wavelength, λ 0 makes the function invariant to the chosen frequency. One of the main optimization goals is to minimize the deviation of the field in the array plane during scanning. The deviation of the reflected waves in the array plane y a can be determined by calculation of the standard deviation of the field distributions in case of normal incidence versus the scan case
where y n ai are the y-coordinates of the reflected waves at the array plane in case of normal incidence. In case of scanning, the amplitude cost function should be corrected, in order to include the fact that the overall array distribution is shifted along the x-axis
where A wn ai is the distribution in case of normal incidence. The total cost function is a combination of amplitude, phase, and deviation cost functions with adjusted coefficients
where K sh , K Amp , and K Ph are weighting coefficients, which will be determined empirically. The obtained cost function can be used to estimate how a specific shape of the reflector is suitable for the illumination of the array for broadside or in case of scanning. By varying the A i j polynomial coefficients, the optimization algorithm provides the most optimal configuration of the reflector according to the GO approach. The proposed optimization algorithm is extremely fast and allows to check thousands of reflectors shapes per second. This is one of the main reasons of using a GO model instead of a PO approach, which is more accurate. Furthermore, one of the main advantages of the presented approach is the possibility to increase the complexity of the reflector by introducing a discontinuity in the reflector, like the well-known ringfocused reflector is one of the particular examples of such a configuration [22] . 
B. 3-D Complex Offset Double-Reflector Model
In case of a double reflector configuration, the obtained designs represent imaging reflector systems, which also could be solved as a lens antenna as demonstrated in [23] . However, the presented approach in [23] is limited to reflectors with a high magnification factor M = D/D s 1, where D s is the size of the subreflector. At the same time, for double-reflector systems, relatively large subreflectors are required in case of wide-angle scanning [17] . By using an offset configuration as shown in Fig. 6 , blockage can be avoided. The reflector surface can now be expressed in terms of a second-order polynomial
where A i j are polynomial coefficients and z 0 is the shift of the polynomial function along the z-axis. Note that the vertical offset z b between the array and reflector should be at least a few wavelengths in order to avoid blockage and diffraction from the edges of the reflector and array. Mutual reflections between the reflector and array are also avoided in this case. In addition, a proper choice of the array position z c avoids multiple reflections between the main reflector, subreflector and array. The reflector discretization along the y-axis and the determination of the reflected waves from the main reflector is done in a similar way as for the center-fed reflector. Along the z-axis we now have
Solving for the intersection of the reflected wave from the main reflector and the subreflector provides the interaction points on the subreflector surface: x ysi and y si (in the x y plane), x zsi and z si (in the xz plane). The reflected wave from the surface of the subreflector is defined in a similar way as the reflection from the main reflector. The position of the array is close to the main reflector, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . To obtain wide-scanning properties, we have applied additional design features to the subeflector geometry, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . The shaped subreflector with two different discontinuities in the x y and xz planes is defined by
where F s is the subreflector position along the x-axis and B i j are subreflector polynomial coefficients, z s0 is the shift of the polynomial function along the z-axis, β the angle of rotation of the whole system in the xz plane, the feeding angle of the array, z s is a shift in the polynomial function of the subreflector along the z-coordinate and y s a shift along the y-coordinate. We have applied the same cost function as defined in (16) to optimize the offset double-reflector system. In summary, in this section, we have derived a direct relation between the shape of the reflectors and the total cost function. The shape of the reflectors can be expressed in terms of polynomial coefficients as in (1), (17) , and (19) including design features like reflector shape discontinuities and the shifts of the polynomial function along the coordinates axis. The total cost function is presented as a combination of different optimization goals in (16) . By varying the ratio between the cost functions of the amplitude distribution (11), the phase linearity along the array (13) and the deviation of the field in the array plane during scanning (14) , it is possible to optimize the reflectors for a particular application.
We have demonstrated our approach for a symmetrical center-fed single reflector and for a complex offset doublereflector FPA. Nevertheless, our concept and formulation is universal and can be applied to all kinds of reflectors. In Section IV, we will apply our optimization approach to a number of reflector systems with increasing complexity.
IV. OPTIMIZATION OF SINGLE AND DOUBLE-REFLECTOR CONFIGURATIONS
We have optimized single-and double-reflector configurations with the mathematical model of Section III for two specific situations: 1) no scanning (broadside) and 2) beam scanning up to +/ − 20 • . For broadside operation, the goal is to obtain a uniform amplitude and linear phase distribution. In case of scanning, an additional goal is the minimization of the illumination deviation. The following reflector configurations have been optimized and investigated for broadside operation:
1) single reflector with discontinuity; 2) complex double reflector; 3) complex offset double reflector. The following reflector configurations have been investigated for wide-angle scanning:
1) complex double center-fed reflector; 2) complex offset double reflector. The "complex" configurations use a discontinuity in the subreflector shaping. Note that the traditional single-reflector configurations have already been investigated for wide-angle scanning in [24] . All investigated configurations include the axial displacement of the array. We have used a PAF with a length of 4 cm, which corresponds to 4λ 0 at 30 GHz. The size of the main reflector is 80 cm for all designs. All optimizations have been done with our mathematical GO model implemented in MATLAB and is dedicated exclusively to the reflector shape optimization. We have used a Monte-Carlo type of algorithm to minimize the cost function in the optimization. The resulting optimized reflector configurations have been simulated in GRASP [15] by means of GO and PO. The PO simulations include the physical theory of diffraction [15] . A comparison of the performance of all optimized configurations is provided in Section IV-F.
A. Single Reflector With Discontinuity
A single parabolic reflector with discontinuity is shown in Fig. 8 . The obtained optimal polynomial coefficients and other relevant variables are provided in Table I .
The reflector configuration and corresponding field distribution in the array plane are shown in Fig. 9 . From Fig. 9(c) , it is clear that the field distribution is more uniform over the array as compared to the classical prime-focus reflector. The phase distribution in the array plane of Fig. 9(d) is significantly improved compared to a classical prime-focus reflector. The linearity of the phase distribution at 30 GHz shows an rms error of 2.02 • .
B. Complex Double Reflector
Double-reflector concepts (Fig. 10 ) provide more degrees of freedom for optimization as compared to single-reflector configurations. For the broadside-scan case, the obtained optimal polynomial coefficients and other relevant dimensions are provided in Table II . The discontinuity variables y and y 0 are equal to zero. Therefore, both optimized reflectors have a continuous shape and are easy to produce. The size of subreflector D s is significantly smaller than that of the main reflector, limiting the reduction of the aperture efficiency due to blockage to about 0.5%. The field distribution in the array plane using GO and PO is provided in Fig. 11 .
C. Complex Double Center-Fed Reflector
Double-reflector concepts (Fig. 12 ) include a discontinuity in the subreflector surface. According to [24] , wide-angle scanning up to ±20 • requires a very large subreflector. For centerfed models, this leads to a significant blockage and energy loss. In addition, double-reflector configurations have another limitation in case of scanning caused by the amplification of the angle of incidence on the array surface [25] , [26] . As a result, even a small beam deviation of the incident wave causes a significant shift of the illuminated array region. As a consequence, the array size should be very large. Nevertheless, it is interesting to investigate a fictitious model of the complex double reflector in case of wide-angle scanning, where the effects of blockage are ignored. This model allows to estimate the potential to use double-reflector configurations for wideangle scanning and can be used as a reference model for offset configurations. The obtained optimal polynomial coefficients and other relevant dimensions are shown in Table III. Similar to the broadside case, the discontinuity variables y and y 0 are zero. As a result, both reflectors have a continuous shape. The size of subreflector D s is not limited for this configuration and, as a result, the blockage is 100%. It makes this model completely fictitious. The resulting field distribution in the array plane is shown in Fig. 13 .
D. Complex Offset Double Reflector
Two optimized versions of the offset double-reflector FPA of Figs. 6 and 7 have been investigated: 1) broadside scan and 2) wide-angle scanning up to ±20 • in the azimuth plane. The wide-angle scanning option has been presented in Section IV-A. For the broadside-scan case, the obtained optimal polynomial coefficients and other relevant dimensions are provided in Table IV . The discontinuity variable y is equal to zero, so that both reflectors have a continuous shape. F a = 0 and = 0 • , which means that the PAF is located in the center of the coordinate system and is oriented along the yz plane in the model of Figs. 6 and 7. The subreflector dimensions Dz s and Dy s are almost a quarter of the main reflector dimension, but due to the offset configuration, no blockage occurs. The field distributions are shown in Fig. 14 .
From Fig. 14(c) , we can observe that the field distribution is much more uniform as compared to the classical primefocus reflector. In fact, the performance is similar to the centerfed double-reflector systems but now avoiding blockage of the large subreflector. The phase linearity in the array plane shows an rms error of 1.91 • at 30 GHz, which is significantly better than the obtained with the classical prime-focus reflector. 
E. Wide-Scanning Complex Double Reflector
We have optimized the complex offset double reflector for wide-angle scanning. This configuration has been used to construct a prototype for experimental validation, see Section V. For that reason, additional manufacturingrelated requirements have been applied for this design. Although the offset configuration allows a large subreflector size, we have limited the dimension to 83 cm. In addition, we have avoided a discontinuity in the surface of the main reflector. Thus, potentially the offset double-reflector configuration could achieve an even better performance if no production limits will be applied. The optimal polynomial coefficients and other relevant dimensions of the optimized complex offset double-reflector of Figs. 6 and 7 for wide-angle scanning are provided in Table V. In this case, the subreflector of the optimized configuration has a discontinuity since z s and y s are not equal to zero. Furthermore, F a = 0 and = −27.67 • , which implies that the PAF is located in the center of the coordinate system and has a slight rotation in the offset plane, see also Fig. 6 . The dimensions of the subreflector, Dz s and Dy s , are relatively large as compared to the size of the main reflector, but there is no blockage between the reflectors. The field distribution and aperture efficiency for various scan angles of the optimized configuration are shown in Figs. 15-17 . Fig. 15 demonstrates the interesting properties of the optimized configuration. In case of broadside operation, the field distribution is not focused in the center of the array plane. The subreflector discontinuity creates the bi-focal behavior that results in an extra broadening in case of broadside operation. For scan angles larger than 8 • , there is the amplitude dominance of one of the two focal points due to the fact that the illumination is shifted mainly to one of the two subreflector parts.
According to the GO simulation results of Fig. 15(c) , the electric-field cuts in the array plane have been split into the two illumination regions with a quite uniform distribution. The PO simulation results of Fig. 15(b) show that the illuminated region for broadside operation is relatively large (about 20 cm) with two distinct field maxima. From PO simulations, we found that for scan angles below 12 • , the illumination region is smaller as compared to the broadside-scan case. For larger scan angles, between 12 • and 20 • , the illuminated region is larger than for the broadsidescan case. At the same time, the aperture efficiency distribution (Fig. 18) , has a significantly smoother behavior than that of the all other investigated configurations, resulting in a more uniform field distribution over the PAF.
The PAF should have a length of about 28 cm based on an 80% aperture efficiency in order to provide scanning up to ±20 • in the azimuth plane. This is significantly better as compared to the scanning capabilities of the classical primefocus reflector. Moreover, the linearity of the phase distribution at 30 GHz shows an rms error of 2.81 • . The PAF width is equal to 4 cm, in line with the results for broadside operation.
F. Comparison of All Configurations
Although a GO-mathematical framework was used to find the optimized geometries, we will use PO to compare the performance of all configurations. Let us first consider the optimized geometries for broadside operation. Fig. 19 shows the realized aperture efficiencies at the center frequency. The classical prime-focus reflector (Fig. 1 ) is added as a reference case. In addition, the aperture efficiency for a (nonphysical) reflector that provides an ideal array illumination is also presented in Fig. 19 . It is obvious that for any distribution of the electric field in the array plane an aperture efficiency of 100% could only be achieved by using an infinitely large aperture radius. Therefore, an aperture efficiency of 80% has been chosen as a reference value. Note that the array blockage is included in Fig. 19 . Therefore, the aperture efficiency level starts to decrease with increasing size of the aperture radius. The optimization goal has been set for an array length of 4 or 2 cm array radius. Therefore, the reflector with ideal array illumination reaches an aperture efficiency of 80% at 2 cm radius. The required array size has been estimated for all configurations based on 80% aperture efficiency. Table VI summarizes the required array sizes and the realized phase linearity over the array. According to Fig. 19 and Table VI, the centerfed single reflector with discontinuity provides the best fit with the ideal FPA reflector system. This design includes an axial displacement of the feed array as well. The realized array size is approximately three times larger as compared to the classical prime-focus reflector, which provides a significant increase of the realized EIRP. Nevertheless, according to Fig. 19 the best results for extending the field distribution along the array plane are obtained with the double-reflector configurations (center-fed and offset reflectors). The required array size of the center-fed double reflector is larger than the optimization goal. This can be explained by diffraction effects, which are more significant in the case of center-fed double reflectors [27] . The complex offset double reflector has a higher complexity and achieves the best performance in amplitude and phase uniformity along the array.
A comparison of the performance of the optimized reflector systems in case of wide-angle scanning is provided in Figs. 20 and 21 and Table VII. Note that the complex double center-fed reflector for wide scanning is a fictional (nonphysical) model, since we have ignored the blockage from the large subreflector. We included it, since it shows the potential of the complex double reflector.
By using an offset configuration, a realistic system is obtained. According to Table VII, the best performance is obtained with the complex offset double-reflector configuration. The required array size is almost two times smaller as compared to the classical prime-focus reflector for ±20 • scanning in the azimuth plane. At the same time, the aperture efficiency has the smoothest distribution along the array, resulting in a high percentage of simultaneously active array elements. For 10 • scanning about 44.6% of the array elements are active. Moreover, the complex offset double reflector also provides the best phase linearity. The advantages of this system over the center-fed double-reflector can be explained by the additional design complexity. The optimization of the nonsymmetrical geometry has been done for two orthogonal planes, while for a symmetric center-fed configuration the geometry is the same in all planes. Therefore, independent optimization of scanning and nonscanning planes is a clear advantage of offset configurations.
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
A prototype of the optimized complex offset doublereflector was realized and experimentally validated. A photograph of the prototype is shown in Fig. 22 and was measured in the near-field facility at Eindhoven University of Technology.
The array-plane illumination is measured with a horn antenna with a frequency range of 26.4-40.1 GHz, as shown in Fig. 23 . Relevant simulation models have been realized in GRASP and simulated by means of PO [15] . To test the required scanning capability up to ±20 • in the azimuth plane, an experimental validation with a synthesized PAF has been done. A horn antenna has been placed in different positions along the array plane and related radiation pattern have been measured. According to Table VII, the array size should be 28 cm. Therefore, we first measured the far-field patterns with the feed located in the center of the array (Fig. 24) , and then shifted the feed in steps of 2 cm until it reaches the edge of the array at 14 cm shift (Figs. 25-31) . The agreement between simulation and measurement is in all cases quite good. The differences in sidelobe levels are mainly due to the large support structure of the reflector in the prototype of Fig. 22 . This was not included in the simulation. Similar to the field distribution in the array plane for the receive case (see Fig. 17 ), the far-field pattern provides a bi-focal kind of distribution when only a single array element is used. Moreover, the difference between the copolar and cross-polar components of the electric field is sufficiently high and it is not less than 20 dB. For the maximum feed displacement of 14 cm (Fig. 31) , the main lobe deviation about 17 • . This is less than the required 20 • , but could be improved somewhat by using additional phase control.
To prove the scan performance of the realized reflector prototype, we have done additional simulations with an array of horn antennas, as illustrated in Fig. 32 . The horn antennas have the same dimensions as used in the experiments. The amplitude and phase of the individual horns have been adjusted by conjugate field matching according to the field distribution in the array plane for the receive case [ Fig. 15(b) and (d) ]. In this way, it is possible to estimate the reflector directivity using GRASP [15] . Since we have used an ideal horn model, the mutual coupling between array elements is ignored as well as feed mismatch efficiency and phase efficiency. Nevertheless, the radiation efficiency of the reflector, taper efficiency, spill-over efficiency, polarization efficiency is included. Figs. 34, 36, and 38 show the predicted performance in case of scanning. Excitations of the array elements have been optimized to realize the scanning performance up to 20 • . We can observe that for a scanning range of ±15 • , the directivity drop is limited to only a few decibels and remains above 40 dBi. This proves the scanning capabilities of this reflector system. The variation in beam directivity across the scan range could be improved by overcoming the prototype production limitations based on the proposed design methods. Table VIII summarizes the realized directivity and reflector efficiencies. According to Table VIII , there is a tradeoff between the size of the feed array, the number of horn antennas and the realized efficiency. A higher directivity and reflector efficiency is obtained by using a smaller array grid and more array elements. Nevertheless, even a 0.8λ 0 element spacing is physically not possible to realize in practice, since the horn antennas that we used are too large. Therefore, one of the crucial challenges for wideband operation is to investigate array elements which could cover the entire frequency range of 20-40 GHz with a well-behaved embedded element pattern and at the same time have compact dimensions below 0.6 λ 0 . Dubok et al. [9] , [28] describe array concepts that could meet these stringent requirements.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a mathematical framework, based on GO, is presented to optimize wide-scanning single-and doublereflector FPAs. The suggested evaluation method allows the comparison of all the configurations with an ideal reference case. An optimized new complex offset double-reflector configuration has been designed, produced, and experimentally validated. This FPA system achieves the intended scanning range using a compact array which allows half of the array elements to be active during scanning within the scan range of ±10 • and at least a quarter of the array elements active within a scan range of ±20 • . The scanning capabilities have been significantly improved as compared to classical prime-focus and double-parabolic reflectors. The well-known FPA problem of a small illuminated region in the focal plane has been successfully solved. In addition, the phase linearity between the array elements of the PAF has been sufficiently improved in order to allow an optical beamforming concept (2.81 • rms linearity error at 30 GHz). The experiments demonstrate a very good agreement with simulations and fully prove the required scanning performance within the ±20 • scan range with high directivity and reflector efficiency up to 83% at 30 GHz and 77% at 40 GHz.
As a next step, the presented method of GO reflector optimization could be extended to even more complicated reflector shapes. In addition, a study of a wideband PAR using a small element spacing is one of the key elements for future research.
